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e 
That which comes from the Nonh, East, West, and South, and if it comes from 
only one point of the compass, then that is a class publication and not news. 
-Benjamen Disraeli 
Ursinus Chooses Its Leaders Viking Fiasco 
BY SARA JACOBSON 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 
The past two weeks have 
determined the furture leadership 
of the UrsinusStudent Body. With 
both minimal fanfare and minimal 
competition, elections were held 
for officers of the U rsinus Student 
Government Association and the 
respective classes. Many of the 
-eanidates seeking office ran 
unopposed, and many Ursinus 
Students did not vote in these 
elections. 
The U.S.G.A. officers of next 
year will be: Ellen Sylvester, 
president; lanene Paist, vice 
president; Rob Ladd, treasurer; 
Shannon Davis, corresponding 
secretary; and Robin Baker, 
recording secretary. All new 
officers ran unopposed. 
AstheU.S.G.A. president~lect, 
Sylvester, an English major, plans 
to try to give U.S.G.A. a more 
positive image on campus by 
promoting closeness within the 
group 80 it is not seenjust as a place 
where people come to gripe about 
IJ!!IB!"~-"!III BY ERIKA COMYfON 
La t Sunday night, after the 
•• ~~. Viking Fest, several males caused a 
From left to right: Shannon Davis, Corresponding Secretary; 
Robin Baker, Recording Secretary; Janene Paist, Vice-President; 
Rob Ladd, Treasurer and Ellen Sylvester, President. 
problems but also an independant 
positive influence on campus. Some 
ofher more immediate plans include 
holding a mini-U .S.G.A. 
conference, making AF AC- the 
student run group that distributes 
the activities fee money to clubs- a 
more well-known, intricate part of 
the ampus community, and 
reevaluating some of the U .S.G.A. 
committees to promote efficiency 
and student participation. Sylvester 
would like to have more of the 
general student body involved in 
U.S.G.A. activities. 
"signi ficant disruption" in 
Reimert. 
Upon arriving back from 
Academy Hall, a group of several 
intoxicated men gathered in the 
courtyard of Reimert and began to 
trash the place. According to one 
witness, • 'They were screaming and 
yelling and breaking bottles all over 
the place. They were throwing 
them up onto the second floor. 
They began to chant 'Viking 
Fest ... Viking Fest!'" 
Security Officer William Shrack 
responded to a call from Paisley 
security, to whom the disruption 
was reported. When he got to the 
security office, he found the 
Collegeville Police had arrived. 
Had they gained entrance to the 
courtyard, the police would have 
made various arrests. Officer 
Shrack denied their entrance. 
When Officer Shrack entered, he 
attempted to calm the men down, 
but they were out of control, tearing 
Reimert apart. Trash cans were 
being dumped, bottles were broken 
underneath the stair wells, on the 
steps, and up on the 2nd and 3rd 
floors. A group of guys were 
gathered in the middle singing and 
chanting, "Hobson ... Hobson. " 
Eventually, the violence subsided, 
and things were returned to 
"normal. " J. Houghton Kane, 
Dean of student life, calls this type 
of behavior "absolutely 
unacceptable .• , Eight people were 
identified as major offenders; they 
are currently being brought up on 
charge in front of the Judiciary 
Board. What disciplinary action to 
take will be recommended. 
The closed J -Board hearing began 
on Friday. and ran from 1 :30 to 
5:00 p.m. The fir t stage of the 
hearings--determining guilt or 
innocence--i almo t over. During 
tage two. the penalty for the guilty 
parties is det~nnined. Dean Kane 
tated, "I hope the l-Board tak~s 
strong action again t those who 
took dangerous actions." 
As everyone knows. quiet hour 
have been instituted in reimert until 
Easter Break. The senior staff, 
executive l-Board, and the security 
staff agreed unanimously on the 
idea. There are two major reasons 
for this. First is that with the level 
of penalties as high as they are, if 
another problem would arise, the 
possibility for serious action is high. 
Secondly, "what happened is 
absolutely unacceptable." Many 
people are wondering why it was 
done. "We (the administration) 
are trying to stay off their backs, as 
far as drinking is concerned. If 
you're under 21 , drinking is illegal. 
But if people are not going to be 
responsible, we have to take some 
sort of action. Everyone has to 
realize that Ursinus College can't 
put up with it (behavior). " 
The memo regarding quiet hours 
stated "It is unfortunate that the 
misconduct of a few impacts on 
each of us. " 
Grizzly Business Manager 
wanted for next year! 
.............. SEDGWICK, and his admirer is jwt one of the many 
If you are a Business Administration 
or Economics major (or if you just like 
bookkeeping) and are interested in 
gaining experience on The Grizzly staff, 
contact Adam Saget at 454-0242 or Tom 
Wilusz at 489-5179. Don't miss out on 
this great opportunity!!! 
ie't...·:H~ .. children who e P,Joyed last Monday's MEDIEVAL FESTIVAL 
All Pages Produced on the Aldus PageMaker System. 
Roving Reporter 
BY DENISE MORETZ 
Roving Reporter 
There was a memo that the 
residents of Reimert received on 
April 9th: 
To: Residents of Reimert 
Complex 
From: Deborah Olsen Nolan 
and Brian McCullogh 
Date: April 9, 1992 
On Sunday evening, April 5, 
1992, a significant disruption 
occurred in Reimert Complex. This 
incident posed a serious threat to 
the residence hall environment, 
infringing upon the rights, safety, 
property, and privileges of the 
campus community. 
In collaboration with the 
Executive Committee of the Judicial 
Board of Student Life, The 
Residence Life Staff, and Security 
Staff, a decision has been made to 
immediately institute quiet hours in 
Reimert Complex. Quiet hours 
will be in effect until the Start of 
Easter break. During this period, 
noise may not be audible outside 
individual rooms, and no parties 
will be permitted. 
Your cooperation with this 
decision is fully expected. It is 
unfortunate that the misconduct of 
a few impacts on each of us. 
The question this week is: Do you 
think the school acted fairly in 
suspending party privileges for 
all students as punislunent for the 
actions of a few? 
John Schwanholt- sophomore-
Reimert 302 
No, I don't think the school acted 
fairl y. It is outrageously stupid that 
no one was allowed to have parties 
because trash was thrown around 
Reimert and then picked up an hour 
later. I also appreciate the fact that 
a certain RA wrote up our entire 
suite when only two people were 
there. 
Shannon Da vis- sophomore-
Reimert 202 
I can understand the school's logic 
in restricting parties although I think 
it was ineffective as a form of 
punishment or a preventive measure 
for any future occurrences. 
Jay Myers-junior- Reimert 208 
It's pathetic: they're tying 
something that happened off campus 
to on campus parties. It was an 
isolated incident, things like this do 
not happen after Reimert parties. 
The administration acted 
thoughtlessly and hastily. I think 
that the administration will novl 
use this as an excuse to make several 
drastic changes to campus life. 
Anonymous-
The administration should be 
careful about making decisions 
about the social life on campus. 
They may feel secure about their 
jobs, but with dwindling enrollment 
and uncertain economic times they 
should be careful how they effect 
student lives on campus. 
Jim Kais- sophomore-Reimert 106 
I attended the Viking Fest with 
the rest of my suite and we were 
inside when the riot took place. I 
don't think that everyone on campus 
should be punished for the actions 
of a few people but I feel that the 
people that got in trouble and their 
respective frats should have been 
punished alone. 
Michelle MacRone- sophomore-
Reimert 205 
The actions of a few people 
shouldn't effect the rest of the 
campus. By the administration 
saying that no parties are allowed in 
Reimert, they are punishing all the 
females on campus and the males 
that were uninvolved or who did 
not attend the functioo. I lUlderstand 
their point but I think they could 
have handled it in a better way. 
Jen Bailey-junior- Reimert 205 
No, because the punishment 
didn't effect the people that were 
directly responsible for the incident. 
I understand administration had to 
place some kind of punishment for 
what happened. The incident never 
should have happened in the first 
place, but I think they handled it 
poorly. 
Audra Boettcher-junior- Reimert 
206 
No, because the punishment 
should suit the crime and people 
were punished who were not even 
involved with the Viking Fest. 
Administration failed to realize that 
students would just go off campus 
and party which could lead to greater 
problems like drinking and driving. 
Carl Brandreth- sophomore-
Reimert 307 
I don't think that the 
administration acted correctly. If 
they were going to suspend parties, 
they should have done it for the 
fraternities only since no sororities 
were involved. 
Matt Miller-junior-Reimert 104 
I don't see why the rest of the 
school should be punished for the 
action of a few irresponsible people. 
We' reall supposed to be responsible 
adults and we should be treated as 
such. Those who were responsible 
for the incident should be punished 
but uninvolved people should not 
be. 
Sieger Speaks 
BY DORIAN IACONIS 
Of The Grizzly 
Women's rights advocate 
Deborah Sieger came to the campus 
to speak about gay and lesbian civil 
rights on Monday, April 6. She 
spoke to a large crowd in the Olin 
Auditorium at 7:30 P.M. 
Sieger, as a social worker, knows 
that "all behavior is significant," 
The Grizzly would like to 
congratulate the 1992-93 Resident 
Assistants on their appointments! 
Ursinus CoUege 
1992-93 Resident 
Assistant Staff 
Beardwood-Paisley-Stauffer 
Monica Norris 
Kathy Tatsis 
Susie Jones 
Olimpia Farina 
Debby DiChiara 
Loreen Bloodgood 
even if some people question it. Brodbeck-Wilkinson-Curtis 
She mentioned the GALA Steve Devlin 
controversy, saying it was "the Randy Leiser 
same old stuff. " When people who Joe MacDonald 
are different are trying to be Mike Mondeaux 
included, "it's an interesting Mike Baganski 
situation. " Tristan English 
Sieger asked the audience what 
they thought was the difference 
between discrimination and 
prejudice. One person told her 
prejudice is "something you feel in 
your heart; " and discrimination is 
the acting out of prejudice, giving 
special treatment to a group of 
people' 'simply because they belong 
to that group." 
Sieger asked to hear some 
stereotypes about gays and lesbians. 
Many people were eager to mention 
ones that they heard. For example, 
it was said that lesbian women are 
short, stocky, and have short hair; 
gay men are effeminate. However, 
shedescnOed some gays and lesbians 
that didn't fit those stereotypes. 
She said some people do fit the 
stereotypes, but that is no reason to 
label people. 
Reimert 
Scott Taylor 
Sean Reilly 
AnMarie Lukens 
Kelly Savage 
Steph Sarnoski 
Scott Bogdan 
Vic Gil 
Houses 
Clamer--Gus Ingraldi 
Keigwin-Dennis Wilson 
500 Main-Peter Senescu 
Maples-Rick Camp 
Hobson-Jen Taylor 
Sturgis-Charisse Jack 
Musser Hall-Monica Ardura 
Jeff Andrews 
Shreiner-Krysty Kiwak 
Duryea--Heather Groom 
624 Main-Satsuki Scoville 
Then the question came up as to Olevian-:.Evelyn Kousoubris 
how people learn stereotypes. Omwake-Paul Madson 
Common sources are the church Schaff-Tony Saravanos 
and parents. Perhaps one of the 702 Main-Pete Staz 
biggest source of stereotypes is the Todd--Jen Janco 
April 14, 1992 
Classified 
Ads 
Financial Aid available 
immediately! Special grants 
program. Every student eligible. 
No one turned down. Simple 
application. Send name, address, 
and $1 P&H fee (refundable) to: 
Student Services, P.O. Box 22· 
4026, Hollywood, FL 33022. 
Attention: 
National Marketing Firm seeks 
dynamic student clubs, teams 
and organizations to participate 
in a promotion for a major retailer 
that is coming to your campus. 
Earn big money-no investment. 
Call Rick for more infotmation 
on this exciting event 1-80(). 
592-2121 ext. 123. 
HEtpWANTED 
-EMtN EXTRA INCOME· 
Earn $2()().$SOO weekly mailiDml 
travel . brochures. 
information send a 
addressed envelope to: :Travell 
INC.~ P.O. Box 2530, M18JlDi~q 
F~3316L 
media. Gaysandlesbiansareshown 732 Main--Ellen Sylvester 
in "funny ways on television. You _~ ________ 1111! .. -~-----1 
never see a homosexual, healthy 
couple on TV and sitcoms. Radio is 
better; gays and lesbians get 
ridiculed on the air as well." 
Sieger found it disappointing that 
gays and lesbians sometimes have 
to hide to survive. This is because 
it is so easy to hate. The audience 
was urged to be careful with jokes; 
the butt of the jokes could be sitting 
right next to you, hiding in the 
closet. She considers gays and 
lesbians disabled because they have 
to hide their true self. She wants 
society to change "so that they 
don't disable people." 
Sieger felt the main point should 
not be people's sexual preferences, 
but whether they are good citizens. 
Those who aren't gay and lesbian 
should make a stand for those who 
are. After all, "none of us are free 
until all of us are free. " 
Thursday 
thru 
Saturday 
THE 
AT THE LIMERICK GOLF CLUB 
. Every !hur~g~y' 
ul)ana t el1 495-5567 
FRID,\y SA'rUI{DAY 
A&P~~~1~4,~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~evvs The Grizzly Page 3 
Economics Conference Held, Gilmour Wins Top Award 
BY SARA JACOBSON 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 
Where would one expect the 
nation's only annual economics 
conference to be held? While many 
colleges and universities would 
enjoy this privilege, this honor is 
held by Ursinus. This past 
Saturday, April 11 , Ursinus hosted 
the third annual Undergraduate 
Economic Conference throughout 
Olin Hall. The day's activities wre 
culminated wi th the presentation of 
the first annual Harry C. Symons 
Award to Ursinus senior Bonnie 
Gilmour. 
Sponsored by the Economics and 
Business Administration Club and 
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the 
economics honorary society of 
Ursinus, the event boasted eleven 
area schools and over fifty students 
pariticipating. The conference 
consisted of two sessions in which 
28 papers on macroeconomic and 
microeconomic topics were 
presented by the authors and then 
critiqued by discussants. Two 
J.1rsinus students, Amy Capotosta 
and Bonnie Gilmour presented 
papers on microeconomic issues 
""bile 14 U rsinus students served as 
Cliscussants. Capotosta, a senior 
Senior Bonnie Gilmour recieves award for her paper entitled "The 
Economics of Voting: Evidence From the 1988 Presidential Election." 
With her presenting the award is Jane Symons Frees, center, daughter 
of the late Ursinus Economics professor for whom the award is named 
and Eva Symons, left, Mr. Symon's wife. 
applied math/economics and 
spanish major, who presented a 
paper entitled "The HMO 
Enrollment Decision, " said, "This 
will be a great opportunity for me 
to recieve outside criticism on my 
Econometrics paper beyond the 
grade my professor gives it. " 
The conference was concluded 
... ____________ .. with a luncheon in the Wismer 
keynote speaker, Warren V. 
Musser. Musser is the" Chairman 
and Chief executive officer of 
Safeguard Scientifics, Inc., a Wayne 
based company specializing in the 
information service industry," 
according to the program of the 
conference. Musser spoke on, 
, 'Adventures of the Entrepreneur: 
Turning Adversity into 
Advantage. " The capstone of the OOPS! 
Due to an error on the editors' 
.. nun. the last paragraph 0/ the Phi 
.uJtUJ Kappa article was missing in 
week's issue. We apologize 
this error. The end to the 
"Gmt.'le is printed below: 
Dr. Patricia Richards Schroeder 
installed as an alumna. 
express his thanks and 
to all who were 
m\lroh/ed with the establishment. 
thanked first Professor Michael 
of Villanova University, 
for bis help over the past several 
He then thanked his wife, 
putting up with his worries and 
icoillcelrns. He concluded by saying, 
"To the students, I agian offer my 
iCOll2nltul.ati·c lns. It was indeed a 
to solicit nominations from 
, and then real and hear so 
wonderful things about all of 
We, the faculty, 
IlbllIiDlistr:atic)n, and your families 
very porod of you. I hope you 
be proud of you, too." 
Uninus would like to extend our 
OOIItanltul!aticms to all new members 
Ursinus Chapeter of Phi Beta 
Alcove and a speech by the day's 
Songfest 1992 
BY ERIKA COMPTON 
News Editor 
Songfest will be held on 
Wednesday, April 22, in Helfrich 
Gym at 7p.m. The sisters of Alpha 
Sigma Nu, Kappa Delta Kappa, 
Omega Chi, Phi Alpa Si, and Tau 
Sigma Gamma will be presented to 
all who attend. 
Song fest marks the beginnging 
of sorority rushing, which will 
continue throughout the rest of this 
semester, and part of next. At 
songfest, each sorority introduces 
itself and its officers. The colors 
and symbols are also explained. 
After the introductions, the girls are 
invited to meet the sisters at their 
various functions. Songfest is open 
to all freshman and various 
sophomores! Come out and meet 
the sisters! 
-STUDENT R.4.TES 
·STEP AEROBICS 
HEALTH·FITNESSvCENTER 
753 MAIN STREET. TRAPPE, PA 19426.215-489-4321 
conference, however, was the 
presentation of the Harry C. Symons 
A ward directly following Musser's 
address. 
This was the first year for the 
award which will be an annual event 
at the conference. It is named for an 
ex -U rsinus economics professor, 
and all presenting papers at the 
conference who ubmitted them for 
judgement by an earlier deadline 
are eligible for consideration. Thi 
year there were nine entries, which 
were judged by five economics 
doctors from all over the country. 
semesters, it really made all the time 
I put into the paper worthwile. It 
meant a lot to me to receive 
recognition from someone other 
than just my advisor." 
The event was organized by a 
special committee of the EcBa Club, 
including: Rick Camp, Bonnie 
Gilmour, Jill Jackson, and Rodi 
Sills. Each of the profes or from 
the Economics Department served 
as a chairperson, pre-c! iding over the 
presentations throughout Olin Hall. 
The conference chairperson and 
Vice President of the EcBa club, 
None of the judges were from any of Rodi Sills commented on thi ' year" 
the schools involved in the conference saying, "This year we 
conference, to ensure impartiality. 
Gilmour will receive $50 and a 
plaque for winning the award. A 
senior economics major and 
President of the Ursinus EcBA 
club, Gilmour presented her 
winning paper entitled, "The 
Economics of Voting: Evidence 
from the 1988 U. S. Presidential 
Election, " about voter turnout in 
the 1988 presidential election and 
what might be done to increase 
future voter turnout from an 
economic point of view. Gilmour 
commented, "Since I have been 
working on this paper for three 
had a lot more tudent than last 
year. There were something like 
50 plus participants. Because of all 
the help from the advisors and 
especially Dr. Economopoulo , it 
turned out to be a great success. ,. 
Student discu sants from U rsinus 
included: David Adams, Senta 
Bamberger, Rick Camp, Mike 
Cohen, Robert DiSimone, Chris 
Keohane, Keith Kratz, John 
Le zezynski, Jeb Magruder, 
Michelle Mann, Erik Moore, 
Jennifer Norris, Debbie Ritter, and 
Hassan Sherif. 
Warren V. UPeteU Musser, founder and CEO of 
Safeguard Scientifics in Wayne PA 
Sgt. Grizz ... Nothing But The Bear Facts 
~ST A FRIENDLY REMINDER!!!! SENIORS: REMEMBER 
HAT ALL OF YOUR TICKETS HAVE TO BE PAID BEFORE 
RADUATION SO YOU CAN ATTEND THE CEREMONIES. 
o ALL OTHER STUDENTS, IF YOU DO NOT WANT THE 
ILL SENT HOME, PLEASE COME IN AND SETTLE UP YOUR 
10LATIONS, BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!!!! 
~ April 1992 at 11:45 A.M., Security responds to the Wismer 
arne Room to meet with a representative of Player's Choice, the 
pmpany that supplies the video machines for the game room. 
~metime between 4-1 and 4-3-92, unknown persons gained entrance 
~ the money change machine and removed the entire contents. 
ollegeville Police are handling the investigation. 
~MINDER: THE 911 EMERGENCY LINE IS NOT FULLY 
~PERATIONALIZED IN THE MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
REA. IT IS IMPORT ANT TO KEEP THE FOLLOWING 
UMBERS BY YOUR PHONE: 
ECURITY 489-2737 
OLLEGEVILLE POLICE DEPTARTMENT 489-9332 
OLLEGEVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT 489-0911 
RAPPE AMBULANCE 489-0911 
[3 April 1992 at 11: lOP. M., Security responds to a house on Main 
~reet after receiving information about an illegal keg. The keg was 
pnfiscated and the incident has been turned over to the Office of 
esidence Life. 
ALCOHOL IN ANY CONTAINER LARGER THAN ONE 
GALLON IS NOT PERMITTED ON CAMPUS! KEGS, BEER 
BALLS, TRASH CANS, OR OTHER SUCH CONTAINERS 
HOLDING MORE THAN ONE GALLON OF LIQUID ARE NOT 
PERMITTED IN THE RESIDENCE HALLS AT ANY TIME. 
04 April 1992 at 1:00 A.M., Security responds to a suite in Reimert 
after receiving a call of a window being broken on the second floor. 
The suite was unoccupied and the person( s) who caused the damage 
were apparently injured. 
05 April 1992 at 8:40 P.M., Security responds to Reimert Hall after 
receiving a call of students acting in an outrageous manner. The 
matter is being referred to the "J" Board. 
05 April 1992 at 9:05 P.M., The Collegeville Police Department and 
Security respond to a house on Main Street after being advised of 
unknown person(s) attempting to break in. The subjects fled from this 
location prior to the arrival of Security and the Police Department. 
The incident was determined not to be a break-in, but a continuation 
of outrageous behavior initiated in Reimert. 
BOOK AND BAGS LEFT UNATTENDED IN PUBLIC PLACES 
INCREASES THE CHANCE OF THEFT, KEEP THESE ITEMS 
WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES!!! REMEMBER, A BOOK IS 100% 
PROFIT TO A THIEF. 
April 14, 1992 
This Week 
in u.c. 
History ... 
BY KRISTIN WHITE 
Of the Grizzly 
The 1950's were a time of 
peace and good spirits for most 
people, falling between the war 
years of the 40' s and the activism of 
the 60's. However, not everything 
had changed for the best yet. The 
1991 College catalog states that 
"U rsinus College does not 
discriminate on grounds of race, 
color, national origin ... " In 1950 
this week the Social Responsibility 
Committee met to discuss race 
relations and discrimination, 
focusing on the issue of "Should 
black students be admitted to 
Ursinus College?" -----------------Ii!III----.. ----------------------~ In 1951 this week, the Guru 1Jom famous campus quartet, the 51ers, 
BYGURUTOM 
Of The Grizzly 
Time was that when an enraged 
vigilante mob wanted some 
cowardly Guru dead-well, by golly, 
that Guru'd be dead. None of this 
mansy-pansy "Throw him off a 
bridge and hope for the best" 
business. 
The Guru recently had reason to 
visit Skippack, P A, home of the 95-
cent soda machine. On a lovely 
spring day, there is no place in the 
world like Skippack for meditation. 
So there, I was, transcending the 
bounds of mortal consciousness 
(you know how it is), when along 
comes Skippack's town constable, 
Deputy Law. "Ya can't do that 
here, Guru," he drawled. 
"Do what?" was the witty 
response. 
"No Gurus allowed in 
Skippack," he spat, sharing bits of 
lunch with my cheek. "By order of 
the mayor, ever since that Gurufest 
incident. " Ah yes, Gurufest, the 
Woodstock of Wisdom. Every year 
Gurus from around the world flock 
to the rolling hills along Route 73 
to meditate and distribute advice to 
the masses. It is generally a peaceful 
and joyous occassion--although, of 
course, there has always been the 
risk of rowdiness. Any time you 
get a bunch of loincloth-clad men 
together, discussing the inner 
workings of the universe and passing 
around the 01' Pipe of 
Wisdom ... well, you can imagine. 
Last year a few of the Tibetans had 
one too many Draughts of 
Knowledge, one thing led to 
broke up as one member left to join Room Selection and the Navy. After singing together 
for four years, one member 
Housing Update ='::nted~::e~::c:!9= 
quartet. We would like to see that 
another, and there was some trouble. BY A. JUDD WOYTEK 
An isolated incident, I figured. Associate Editor 
"No Gurus at all, " I asked, "Not 
even local, non-Tibetan Gurus?" Many students may be wondering 
"Hey, buddy, it's unfortunate what is happening with housing on 
that all the Gurus must be penalized campus next year. Here is a run 
for the indiscretion of a few, but down of the changes that are being 
that's the law. Hell, you're lucky made and of some other important 
we was in a good mood, else we'd information: 
have called in air support and -944 Main Street and 942 Main 
flattened them damn hills and you Street will be closed next year. The 
Gurus with' em. ' , underclassmen in those houses will 
I reflected upon the wisdom of receive displaced status within their 
his words, and found myself grateful class. 
indeed that lethal force hadn't been -500 Main Street 
used on me. This deputy was a (Commonwealth) will be an all male 
compassionate man! But still I had house next year. The men in the 
questions: house may "squat" their rooms if 
"I don't suppose you could've they would like. 
just arrested the Tibetan guys, the -777 Main Street will be the 
ones responsible for ... " Female Honors Biology House next 
"Oh, hold on there, you can't year. All women interested in living 
just go an' hold people responsible there should contact the Residence 
for their own actions! It just ain't Life Office. 
American. It's an environmental -Keigwin Hall will be open next 
cause, ya see." year and will be male housing. 
"Oh," the Guru sagely replied. -Reimert 208 can be squatted by 
How to argue with such logic? the males living their, but will be 
"What about Guru rights? Habeus the only male suite on the second 
Innocentus and all that? The floor. 
Constitution ... " 
, 'Con-stee-what?' , 
I think I'll have a soda. 
-To "squat" a Reimert suite, a 
triple, or a quad, you must have full 
capacity. 
-Clamer Hall is the Male Honors 
Quiet House, applications must be 
picked up in the Residence Life 
Office. 
-All other housing will remain 
the same. 
The Residence Life Office would 
like to give you these reminders: 
-Your $50.00 room deposit must 
be paid to the Business Office by 
Wednesday, April 22, 1992!! You 
cannot participate in any part of 
room lottery if your deposit is not 
paid! 
-Be sure you have your Ursinus 
I. D. You cannot participate in the 
lottery without it! 
-Residence Life is asking all 
students to have roommates if they 
are choosing a double room. The 
incoming freshman class is expected 
to be large and students choosing 
double rooms by themselves will 
most likely have a freshman put in 
with them. 
Room lottery information packets 
will be distributed later this week 
by your RA. If you have any 
questions, consult your RA or a 
member of the Residence Life Staffl 
tradition continued. " 
The main concern this 
week in 1951 was President 
Truman's dismissal of MacArthur. 
A campus poll asked students' 'Was 
Truman justified in removing 
MacArthur?" to find that 48.7% 
said "yes", 42.5 % said "no", and 
8.8% had no opinion. 
In 1952 this week the 
Men's Student Government 
Association (MSGA) began putting 
together the first official professor 
evaluations. Students could 
comment on any of their instructors; 
however, they must sign their 
names. Teachers had the option of 
receiving their evaluations or not. 
Also in 1952 this week, 
Ursinus wrestler Ed Dawkins won 
the Eastern Division Olympic Try-
outs, thus qualifYingfor the Olympic 
Finals to be held in Iowa in late 
April. 
And this week in 1955, 
lacrosse instructions began for 
female students. New to Ursinus 
and designed as a club ralher tlum 
a sport, practices would be held 
twice a week. (Congralllialions to 
the present lacrosse team-you've 
come a long way!) 
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The Perfect Day in Upper Perk ... 
Environmental 
Notes 
By KRISTIN WHITE 
Of the Grizzly 
Everyone at Ursinus does 
their laundry and cleaning <at least 
mI£!2 a semester, anyway). For 
those of you who are prone to more 
frequent cleaning, here are some 
environmental tips: 
Remember to check the 
ingredients in the products you use. 
Many ingredients cause health 
hazards, including skin and 
respiratory irritation and dumping 
left~ver solutions can also pollute 
our air and water. Some ingredients 
to avoid are: Trichloroethylene, 
itrobenzene, Xylene, Methylene 
Cldoride,Fo~debyde,Cldorine, 
and Ammonia. 
related to algae blooms and water 
quality. When doing wash, use 
soap products such as Ivory Snow 
and add Borax to help suspend the 
soap. Instead of bleach, try adding 
washing soda or one cup of lemon 
Jwce. For colorfast products, 
Murphy's Oil Soap can be used 
directly as a stain remover. 
As for other cleansers, use 
Bon Ami instead of scouring 
cleansers with chloride. To clean 
glass, try a mixture of SO % white 
vinegar and SO % warm water. 
These hints are easy, 
inexpensive, and healthier for both 
you and the environment. 
Additionally, many All information for this article taken 
laundry products are not from: Clean Ocean Action, PO 
iodegradable while phosphates are Box SOS, Highlands, NJ. 
BY BOB LANE 
Special to The Grizzly 
It's a Sunday. The un is out. 
The temperature is in the high 
60's. You're walking back from 
brunch in Wismer and you say to 
yourself, "God, it's gorgeous 
out, I definitely need to be 
outdoors today. " You could 
play frisbee, read under a tree, 
get a game of football together, 
or even go for a run. But 
wouldn't you really rather get off 
campus to somewhere different? 
Of course you would, and I have 
the perfect place. It doesn't have 
to cost you anything. It's only 
ten miles away. It's both fun and 
relaxing. It's Upper Perkiomen 
Valley Park. 
Hop in your car (if you don't 
have one, find someone who 
does) and leave campus by the 
Reimert exit. Make a right onto 
Ninth Ave. and a left at the end 
onto Route 29 North. Follow 
Route 29 North approximately 10 
miles where, on your left, you'll 
be approaching a pale green steel 
bridge. Put on your left blinker, 
cross the bridge and you're there. 
The extremely scenic Upper 
Perkiomen Valley Park was 
established in 1939, and since 
then has attracted over 24 million 
visitors. Don't worry about 
crowds, it's 563 acres and isn't 
school year. 
Two lakes, Deep Creek Lake 
of 38 acres, and Knight Lake of 
26 acres, help to make up some 
of that acreage. Fishing is 
permitted in accordance with 
Pennsylvania Fish Commission 
regulations. Deep Creek Lake is 
stocked annually with rainbow 
trout. Largemouth bass, catfish, 
crappies, sunfish, carp, and 
suckers are some of the other fish 
that dwell in both the lakes. A 
permit for fishing is required, as 
is a small fee for non-residents of 
Montgomery County (see the 
Park office for details). 
If you want to join the fish, 
just keep in mind that the lakes 
are off limits to swimmers before 
Memorial Day -and after Labor 
Day. But boating is permitted 
from April 1st to November 1st. 
Check at the Park office for 
rental fees and other details. 
The scenery of this park makes 
it the most aesthetically pleasing 
place around. The lakes drain 
down waterfalls and into streams 
and rapids that you could watch 
for hours. Behind all the scenery 
lies hundreds of acres of hikeable 
landscape, filled with many 
species of plant life and animals. 
Make sure you wear sneakers or 
comfortable boots. Don't worry 
if you're not an experienced 
hiker; there are plenty of cleared 
trails that follow the streams. 
If you want to have a picnic or 
barbecue, there are plenty of 
facilities. There are 170 charcoal 
grills (I counted) and 16 wood 
burning fireplaces. Wood is 
provided, however you need to 
bring your own charcoal for the 
grills. If you plan on using these 
facilities or are bringing a large 
group, you make reservations by 
contacting the park office ahead 
of time (215-234-4528). 
-I THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Genesis m~n 
· 5 Cezanne Of 
Klee 
9 Mythomaniacs 
14 Motherof 
Castor 
15 Caen's river 
16 Forsythl.lkne 
11 Son of Jacob , 
18 Ctos8t~ther . 
· 20 City on the Ok, 
21 OlrectiQn 
letters 
22 Staggered 
23 Dogma 
· 25 Misplay 
27 Very: ~r. 
29 Pull 
30 Alas: Lat. 
34 Gr. letter 
38 Menottl 
character 
38 Strict 
39 Trunk creature 
42 Novel 
43 Te. tare 
44 -gratin 
4S eMf wrong 
46 Klnsman:lbbr. 
'47 .. - 01 Wine and 6 Emlr~ 
Ros.s" ' 7 Disguised I. 
49 Fr. landScapist 8 Golfs Trevino 
5 t Relating to 9 Stratum ' 
whetls 10 - dixit 
54 AsI.n'notabies 11 Seed COlt 
58 Macaw 12 Trip 
60 EXhort 13 ArcUc tl1(1 
61 Cappcharacter 19 Faelalfeature 
63 Laundry item 24 Enlighten 
64 First.,at. 26 Old Norse 
65 Off one's chieftain 
rocbr 28 Word for a 
66 Heraldry term baim 
67 Nymph chaser 30 Old verb 
68 Southw"t wind -ending 
89 Ohr. River to 31 Willful 
QermaM 32 Sea b1rd 
DOWN 
1 Dole 
2 F.rmtools 
inventor 
3 Derring~ man 
• NOYIllsl 
Norman 
5 FIlse mlnner 
33 Pottle 
.".,.1tion 
34 A US preSIdent 
35 Haltdo 
37 Goose~tnUI 
38 Prtmttfye 
weapon 
40 Adherwnt: luff. 
41 Tennlnus 
I just want to mention that in 
the winter month this park has 
plenty to do. There are facilities 
for ice skating, sledding, and 
even some kiing. 
Upper Perkiomen Valley Park 
is a great place to take a group of 
friends, or just somewhere to get 
away to pend some quiet time by 
yourself. If you enjoy nature, 
this place i like heaven. It's full 
of hundreds of reasons why 
nature exists - even those of you 
who aren't crazy about nature 
will attest to this. 
The Park is open from 7 a. m. 
to 10 p.m. every day of the year. 
Make sure you read all the rules -
they are clearly posted 
throughout the park. Please 
respect the grounds and the Park 
Rangers that take care of them. 
See ya there! 
by May Mannix 
ANSWERS 
If:HI31!J 3 Y:3;j Ii I A. 1 V Sl 
I ~ 3 .1 M 3 ilf:Jro 1 I~. I It d 
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3 0 f S :'18 3 0 I 1 I 1\ 3 , 
1 I Htdl¥ 3 N 1[0 I·Vlor3 1 
S 11 V t 1 1 n Y d II Y f.o y 
41 Optimiatlc 
41-0, stye'"_ft 
49 Colonia'news-
cuter.var. 
50 "o·figh, pact 
52i1arb1e 
531.az.1r 
54 EJec. units 
55 long-legged 
lodent 
58 Gl80ut 
51 Award tor TV 
59 Cupid 
62 Waw.Sp. 
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Carrot Top Captivates Crowd Metallica 
Mosh BY MELISA MILLER Of The Grizzly 
"Non-stop laughter, totally off-
the-wall, and just plain awesome 
was how sophomore Brenda 
Dreyling described Carrot Top's 
performance at CAB's "Giggles" 
last Thursday night. Brenda's 
feelings were shared by the over 
three hundred students who attended 
this roller coaster ride through the 
world of Carrot Top. 
Opening for Carrot Top was an 
up-and-coming comedian, Eric 
Godfrey. Eric. graduated from UN C 
Charlotte this past December with a 
Marketing Degree and has been on 
the road for the past four months 
performing at more than one 
hundred colleges. His long term 
goals are to be in the movies and 
enjoy life. He lives by the 
philosophy, "Eat well, stay fit, and 
die anyways. " 
Following Godfrey was the man 
that everyone had come to see, 
Carrot Top. Carrot Top has 
performed at colleges all over the 
country and has been on all the 
major comedy networks including 
MTV's Half-Hour Comedy Hour 
and Comic Strip Live. He has also 
appeared in "The Revenge of the 
Nerds" and "PoliceAcademyV." 
His major influences are the Marx 
Brothers, George Carlin, and 
Letterman for his sarcasm. 
Carrot Top first started comedy 
when he was dared in college to 
perform when their was an open 
mic night. He then went on to 
graduate with a Marketing Degree 
and for the past four to five years 
has been doing comedy. He came 
up with his name with some help 
from another well-known, zany 
comedian, Gallagher, who is also 
his mentor. At first, Carrot Top 
thought his name was goofy, but 
he wanted something that would 
stick out in people's minds and as 
time went on he began to like it. 
The inventions that Carrot Top 
comes up with are not not planned 
or thought about, they just come 
to him when he least expects it or 
if something strikes him as funny. 
He believes that his show is more 
of a seminar than a comedy act 
because the audience can actually 
go out and try some of the stunts 
that he has created. His show is 
not based on sex or family life, but 
is centered more on everyday 
occurances and thoughts that he 
oagie RouSft 
r----------------------------, I 10% discount I 
I \ with Ursinus College 
I 
I Student I.D. 
~---------~----~------------
At. 29 & Main Street 
Collegeville Shopping Center 
Collegeville, P A 
454-1091 
CALl AHEAD YOUR ORDER WILL BE WAITING 
FREE DELIVERY 
would like to share. 
Carrot Top opened his act with 
sharing some of his inventions 
including coat -hangers for the college 
student, a helping hand to be used at 
the toll booth or drive thru's, and an 
alarm clock that would never let you 
hit the snooze button. He then went 
Mania 
BY TOM WILUSZ 
on to describe some experiences that Features Editor 
he has had at fast food restaurants 
with poor Barbara who always got 
fired due to some of Carrot Top's 
stunts. Another highlight was Carrot 
Top dressing up like the Dominos 
Pizza Man and figuring out ways to 
get free pizzas. Carrot Top then 
ended his over one hour show with 
his outrageous parody of some of 
today's popular rock stars. 
Carrot Top's success was obvious 
as shown by the standing ovation 
that he received from the U rsinus 
audience. When asked about his 
success he replies, "I really am 
happy, I have gone from a normal 
person to someone who everyone 
wants to meet. When I see myself on 
T. V . , I still listen to see if everybody 
is laughing and ask whoever I am 
with if they thought it was funny. " 
He also describes his most 
embarassing moment as, "I went to 
do Mic Jagger at the end of my show 
and discovered I had forgot to put 
my tights on and had to do it in my 
boxers. If you have ever seen my 
legs, you could sue me for 
nonsupport. ' , 
Carrot Top's future goals include 
breaking into the motion picture 
industry and becoming a big enough 
name so he can take on a cause and 
actually make a difference. He thinks 
people listen more to celebrities and 
one of the causes he would like to take 
on is cruelty to aniamals. Ursinus 
obviously loved Carrot Top and we 
all anxiously wait to hopefully see 
him again next year. As junior 
Ralph Handy remarked, "I thought 
he was one of the best comedians 
that we have had in a long time. " 
This Monday, April 6 , the heavy 
metal band Metallica performed at 
the Spectrum. Perhaps a few of you 
missed the show; no doubt you 
were at the Grizzly meeting. If so, 
you missed one hell of a show. I'd 
been growing my hair for months 
for this, and Monday night found 
me strapped to a soda-sticky 
Spectrum seat, anticipating. 
There was no opening act. The 
first sound from the stage (besides 
the front row heads thumping against 
it) were the opening chords to 
"Enter Sandman", the Call Me 
Ishmael ofMetailica openings. For 
the diehard fan (as opposed to the 
hordes of teenagers who bought the 
latest album "Cuz, like, Totally 
Pauly said it was sooo cooL .. ") 
this was a mixed moment, since it 
gave substance to fears that it was 
going to bea "New Album Show" , 
catering to the MTV crowd. 
Fortunately, the three-and-a-half 
hours of music that followed proved 
those fears unfounded. 
The pOst-show count registered 
twenty-three songs, pretty well 
spread out from all the albums. The 
in-show count registered even more, 
but it is somewhat suspect: it's not 
easy to count songs while sitting in 
a gigantic concrete bowl filled with 
smoke and screaming kids. The 
show included a medley of older 
tunes (the "AmI Evil" medley), a 
fantastic explosions-ridden version 
of "One", and James Hetfield's 
ballad ' 'N othing Else Matters" 
(what's that? Lighters at a Metallica 
concert? Sacrilege!); and, of course, 
the requisite head-banging, 
moshing, and general idiocy that I 
paid good money to participate in. 
The show ended with a Queen 
cover, "Stone Cold Crazy", a 
machine-gun battery of vocals and 
guitarwork that should not have 
been possible for the band after 
three hours. I walked away utterly 
happy: Metallica was still the 
hardest, ugliest, and best metal band 
in America, and now I could cut my 
hair with a clean conscience. Been 
thinking about hitting a concert this 
summer? Check out Metallica. 
Zoo 
Volunteer 
Applications 
Being 
Taken 
BY TIlE PHILADELPHIA ZOO 
Special to The Grizzly 
The Docent Council of the 
Zoological Society of Philadelphia 
is currently accepting applications 
for persons interested in becoming 
a docent at the Zoo. Docents serve 
on a volunteer basis and provide 
information about America's First 
Zoo and its animals to Zoo visitors 
and the community. 
New training sessions begin in 
September and will be held in both 
weekday and weekend sessions. 
The groups meet weekly for 22 
weeks through March, 1993. 
Registration is limited and 
applications will be accepted on a 
first come, first served basis. 
Prospective docents must be at least 
18 years old. 
The docent course offers an 
intensive study of the animal world 
including habitats and behaviors of 
birds, amphibians, reptiles, and 
mammals. Classes also include 
lectures by keepers and other Zoo 
personnel. In addition, the Zoo's 
horticulture is also explored. 
The docent program at America's 
first Zoo is now in its twentieth 
year and serves a vital role. Docents 
conduct educational tours, staff 
information stations throughout the 
Zoo, and participate in "Zoo to 
You," a program that brings 
animals into the surrounding 
communities. They also assist with 
animal behavior observations and 
special events. 
Zoo docents are afforded many 
unique opportunities including field 
trips to other zoos and aquariums as 
well as special shows and lectures. 
They work closely with all Zoo 
staff and help communicate the 
Zoo's role in animal conservation 
to the public. 
If you are interested in learning 
more about becoming a Philadelphia 
Zoo docent, call (215)243-1100, 
extension 317 from 9:00 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m. daily. 
The Philadelphia Zoo, America's 
first Zoo, is located at 34th Street 
and Girard Avenue. The 42-acre 
site is just minutes from the historic 
downtown area and is open year-
round. 
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French Speaks 
on Beethoven 
an 
BY DORIAN IACONIS 
Of The Grizzly 
Last Wednesday, Mr. John H. 
French, associate professor of 
music, spoke at the Tri-Lambda 
meeting. The topic was Beethoven's 
"Mass in C-Major." He himself 
called the lecture a "45- minute 
commercial" for the Saturday night 
concert in Bomberger Auditorium. 
French began by speaking about 
Beethoven. Beethoven is 
considered, "one of the most 
interesting figures in music 
history. ' , He was very ill-
mannered, "really kind of a strange 
person to figure out." He had a 
very limited formal education. 
Perhaps that explains why he chose 
to ignore the social customs of his 
time. Later on in his life he was 
deaf, but it didn't stop him from 
composing music. By that time he 
was good enough so that it wasn't 
necessary anymore for him to 
actually hear the music; he could 
still hear it in his mind. 
French said that Beethoven's 
works are divided into three periods. 
The early period consists of his first 
few pieces. The vast majority of 
his work comes form the middle 
period. At this time Beethoven 
broke with the tradition of 
classical style of music and started 
his own style. In the last period, 
he produced a smaller number of 
pieces and "had gone even farther 
afield. " 
Next, French spoke about the 
two types of masses. The First 
type was clearly defined for 
church. These were "short 
masses" and were only fifteen to 
twenty minutes long. The second 
type was created for special 
occasions, such as anniversaries, 
coronations, and celebrations. 
These ceremonial masses were 
always composed for one specific 
event and were almost never 
performed after that. 
F or most of history, people 
have not been interested in 
performing music from other time 
periods. However, in the last half 
of the nineteenth century, people 
started playing Beethoven's music 
again. And the twentieth century 
has been the only time in which 
there is "interest in performing 
stuff form other centuries." 
French predicted that in twenty 
tears or so, the music from the 
1960' s will also be outdated and 
nobody will listen to it anymore. 
Several people, including myself, 
seemed to agree with this. 
otograpbers and Writers are needed for next 
year's Grizzly_ Anyone interested in photography 
or contributing as a writer or section editor 
tShould contact Tom Wilusz (489-5179) as soon 
as possible! All communications majors must 
work on a student publication for at least one 
semester. 
TIllS WEEK'S CAB 
ENTERrAINMENT! 
• h~ 7 
n er ainment 
The "Sensual Sunbathers" and 
Condom Machines 
BY PEPE BYRNON 
Of The Grizzly 
As the weather FIN ALL Y turns 
warm, and Ursinus (hopefully) leaves 
the weeki y blizzards behind, minds 
of aging male French art critics tum 
naturally toward one thing - chicks. 
Thinking of girls leads one, of course, 
to the lovely quad. Behind such a 
quad lies this weeks artistic focus of 
critiquedom, the Sensual Sunbathers. 
Yes, behind the quad on what some 
call "Paisley Beach" lie erectly posed 
a pair of metal statues, reclining as to 
fully absorb the suns warming rays. 
One female (obvious at a glance), the 
other male (assumed because a 
"female-neuter pair isn't nearly as 
interesting ( did you ever notice that 
female representations are 
anatomically correct while male 
representations are- shall we say 
lacking? (look at Barbie and Ken (but 
•••••••••••••••••• 
Choir Sings 
FROM COLLEGE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Special to The Grizzly 
The works of Beethoven were featured 
at a perfonnance ofthe College Choir on 
Saturday, April 11, at 8 p.m. in 
Bomberger Auditorium. John H. French, 
associate professor of music and holder 
of the William F. Heefner chair of music, 
directed the choir, professional soloists 
and a full orchestra in Beethoven's" Mass 
in C Major, op. 86." 
Soloists included: Edwina French, 
soprano; Nancy Curtis, alto; Michael 
Magiera, tenor; Reginald Pindell, 
bass, and organist Rae Ann Anderson. 
this is an entirely separate artistic 
debate that is not really the point of 
my review»» are almost touching, 
I ying wi th their hardened bodies 
languishing in the hot, sweaty sun 
with their legs only slightly apart, 
knees bent. .... 
Let the mind wander (as it often 
does when the weather gets warmer) 
and the next question that pops into 
the head of acratchety, male, french 
art critic is obvious. Where are the 
condom machines? The Ursinus 
students have been- shall we say 
teased with the concept of easily 
accessible condoms on campus for 
at least over a year. So where are 
they? The school now has a chance 
to purchase them at bargain 
basement prices- and all action on 
this issue has come to a grinding 
halt. It is unfortunate that someone 
somewhere in the upper echelons of 
administrative efficiency has so 
little faith in the Ursinus student 
body as to drag their feet on this 
important matter. Access to birth 
control is not sexually optional- it 
is a social necessi ty. Hell, we could 
fool anyone who finds it 
controversial by telling them the 
machines are new modern art 
statues! 
Speaking, again. of art which 
was the original topic oftlus review, 
the "Sensual Sun bathers" 0 f 
Paisley Beach are yet another 
example that art can be turned into 
a representation of anything. There 
are no doubt people who disagree 
with my interpretations of much of 
the art on campus, and there are 
those who disagree with condom 
machines on campus. After all, 
mine is only one frenchman's 
opinion. F reedom- be it artistic 
interpretations or be it responsible 
choices is something everyone 
should cherish and 
What is the first thing that pops into 
your mind when looking at these 
Sensual Sunbathers? 
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BY STEVEN GRUBB 
Opinions Editor 
This is my last column and the 
time has come to tum the Opinion 
Section over to my more than 
capable assistant, Ellen Sylvester. 
What should I write? How can I 
grab hold of all those opinions I 
have in my head and mold them into 
sentences powerful enough for this 
occasion? There is tons to write 
about this week: The Viking Fest, 
Judicial Board Hearings, legalizing 
marijuana, Mr. Ursinus, Bill 
Clinton, but, being a senior I thought 
I would make my top 8 things that 
need to change about Ursinus: 
1. The school needs an honor 
code. It is really amazing some of 
the things people will say to get out 
of trouble. The only thing worse 
than what is said is that people 
actually believe some of these 
things. And it is especially funny 
for the people who lie and cheat, for 
yet again they have beaten authority. 
I always thought that liberal arts 
students, in addition to being well 
educated, were to be able to think 
for themselves, exercising morality 
and civic responsibility. The liberal 
arts and an honor code go hand in 
hand because an honor code requires 
an individual choice of whether or 
not to follow the rules. If the 
individual chooses to follow the 
rules, fine. If they choose not to, 
they will know they must face the 
penalty. 
BY RICHARD P. RICHTER 
President of the College 
UNDERGRADUATE 
RESEARCH: Students at Ursinus 
are expected to learn the strategies 
of scholarly inquiry in the fields 
that they are studying in depth. 
Increasingly we see the results of 
such learning in the form of papers 
presented at conferences for 
undergraduate research. 
Our own Economics and Business 
Administration Club and faculty 
advisors were hosts to an 
undergraduate research conference 
on April 11 here on campus, as 
reported elsewhere in this issue. 
It was grati fying to see two of our 
students--Amy Capotosta and 
Bonnie Gilmour--chosen for the list 
of those presenting papers to 
: ' 
2. U rsinus needs to start catering 
to and pampering the students who 
ale here for an education, not the 
ones who use and abuse the facilities 
here as if Ursinus was their own 
personal country club. I'm talking 
about the tens of thousands of 
dollars U rsinus spends on 
renovating vandalized dorms and 
houses, the easy treatment those 
who break basic rules that are clearly 
printed in the college handbook get 
from our judicial system. I'm 
talking about buying books and 
periodicals for the library and giving 
financial awards for outstanding 
students. 
3. Wouldo' t it be great ifUrsinus 
had some sweet athletic uniforms? 
We've got the right colors, but the 
wrong outfits. For example, black 
is too good of a color not to be in 
our basketball team's visiting 
uniforms. How about getting those 
shiny satin-finish ones like Michigan 
has. And our field hockey and 
lacrosse teams, for all the success 
they have, have some of the dullest, 
most ill-conceived outfits on the 
field. 
4. Wismer. The lower lounge 
looks great but the cafeteria should 
be knocked down and re-built. 
5. When they re-Iandscaped our 
campus and put in all of those 
asphalt walks, why didn't they pave 
where everyone walks? Now we 
still have those ugly, muddy paths. 
How about just giving in to tradition 
and paving right over those paths. 
Campus Memo 
students and faculty from eleven 
other colleges and universities. And 
when Bonnie took the prize for the 
best paper of the conference, 
everyone from U rsinus who 
attended had a special sense of pride 
and accomplishment. 
It was my pleasure to introduce 
the guest speaker for the conference 
luncheon, Warren V. Musser, who, 
with his wife, Betty, of the class of 
'45, made it possible for us to build 
Musser Hall. Mr. Musser, 
chairman and chief executive officer 
of Safeguard Scientific, Inc. spoke 
on " Advantage of the Entrepreneur: 
Turning Adversity into 
Advantage. " 
Mr. Musser indeed has an 
adventurous attitude toward 
entrepreneurship. His "real-
world" account of creating venture 
6. An U rsinus fight song would 
be great; any Ursinus tradition 
would be great. Wouldn't it be 
great to be sitting at a football game 
and the pep band strikes up a song 
familiar to everyone. The crowd 
would begin to sing along and really 
get behind the team. A fight song 
would be one of the few things, 
besides a diploma, that students 
could take from here. As it is now, 
I don't even know Ursinus' alma 
mater. Any tradition would be 
great here. Other schools have, for 
example, spring weekends which 
everyone comes to because they 
want to have fun. 
7. A high-profile graduation 
speaker that will get U rsinus on the 
Six O'clock news. How many 
times has the President or First 
Lady been at some unknown college 
and given the commencement 
address? Every time it happens I 
wish Ursinus could get someone 
like that and gain some exposure. 
8. Finally, how about some 
college credit for the editors and 
dedicated staff of The Grizzly. The 
paper may not always look the 
greatest, but anyone who accuses 
The Grizzly editors of not working 
hard is mis-informed. Some nights 
I've put more work in on the 
newspaper than I have for a weeks 
work of a four-credit course. 
To next year's editoIS, good luck. 
And for all my gripes, it has been a 
good four years here in Collegeville. 
I hope The Grizzly continues its 
fine work. 
companies contrasted with the 
theoretical framework of most of 
the conference topics. Yet it was 
clear that disciplined analysis is a 
must in both the applied and the 
theoretical arenas. 
KUTZTOWN FOLK 
FESTIVAL: I just received the 
brochure for the Kutztown Folk 
Festival. From June 27 through 
July 5, 1992, thousands of people 
will visit tlie Festival, between 
Allentown and Reading. This 23m 
annual event is sponsored by the 
Pennsylvania Folldife Society, a 
non-profit, educational corporation 
affiliated with Ursinus College. The 
Festival celebrates the lore and 
folkways of the Pennsylvania 
Germans ("Dutch") whose 
forebears immigrated from 
See Memo page 9 
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Viking Fest: Opinions Section Seeks What's Done 
The Other Side New Assistants Is Done 
BY A. JUDD WOYTEK 
Associate Editor 
There was an immediate reaction 
from students as word came down 
from the higher authority that 
Reimert Hall would be under 24-
hour quiet until the start of Easter 
Break. Most of this response was 
negative. Many students 
complained that they were being 
made to suffer for the actions of a 
few. This is true. 
Yes, we all had to suffer this past 
weekend as Reimert was "closed 
down" and other parties occurring 
on campus were being closely 
monitored. Most people I have 
talked to are angry at the 
administration, Residence Life, and 
the Judiciary Board. This was 
expected. 
The decision that came down 
from the J -Board and Corson Hall 
was not an easy one to make, I'm 
sure. Last week, the Residence 
1.ife staff debated what would be 
the proper action to take on the 
"Viking Fest problems", and they 
listened to all sorts of responses. 
The final decision of closing down 
Reimert was not meant to be a 
punishment for aU U rsinus students 
even though it seemed that way. 
What I believe the administration 
and J-Board was trying to do was to 
get the students to realize that they BY ELLEN R. SYLVESTER a few nice letters commending my To the Editor, 
must be responsible to the other Opinions Editor topic choice or my story angle. 1 ust when you thought it was safe 
students on campus, not to the 1- Finally, writing for a paper like to go back to the Opinions section 
Board, administration, Resident Wait a minute! Before you close The Grizzly and even taking on the of the Grizzly ... once again the 
Assistants, or security. your mind to the subject of this task of editor for Opinions can help much-discussed (and extremely 
Students must realize that article and quickly flip the page, in a career move. Manysenior can stale) ubjectsofraci mandGALA 
behavior such as that which occurred think about all you might learn attest to the feeling of wishing they take center stage. I sympathize wi th 
after the Viking Fest does have an from working for the Opinions had more accomplishments to put both arguments, believe me. I do. 
impact on their fellow students. section of The Grizz. Yes, if you on their re ume , e pecially when But I mu t say it' getting difficult 
Not only were many students in are wondering, this i in many ways jobs are scarce. Learning to work to mu ter up compas ion for either 
danger of injury during the actual a semi-aggressive ploy to attract an with WordPerfect and PageMaker, group at thi point. 
incident, but all students are now Opinions editor and staff writers to use a Laser Printer, and to Mr. Barber and Mr. Guenther 
made to give up their social time on for the section next year. Speaking conform to deadlines are valuable have publicly apologized for thdr 
the weekend. We have no one to seriously, however, there are many asset to bring with you into the Airband act (an apol gy I believe 
blame for this but the students positive rewards that you receive work force. For tho e entering the wa unnece sary, but done in good 
involved in the Viking Fest incident. from becoming a member of The Education field, many schools snap faith and well-appreciated), yet ar 
So, if you are feeling anger at the Grizz. First, you will learn how to up candidates who have experience still being cha ti ed for the 
administration or the members of express yourself and define your working on a newspaper or performance. GALA and the 
thel-Board, I ask you to reconsider opinions on local and global issues. yearbook. The Opinions section of African-American community are 
your feelings. The decisions were Second, you can state your opinion The Grizzly has the potential to be continually demanding equality and 
not made on a whim. Reimert on whatever you feel like writing the best section of the paper because acceptance on this campus, which 
being "closed" was not an idea about. (How many times have you it filled with all your opinions, is only fair. However, every 
pulled out of a hat. The decision actually had the chance to write however, without any input it can't freedom carries an equal, 
had a cause, a very definite cause. about things that actually interest be anything. corresponding responsibility. I 
That cause was the incident which you?) Also, there is no need to I'm ending my ploy now so you believe that the obligation of these 
took place in Reimert after the fear-- I have been writing for a can get ready to tum the page and worthwhile organizations is to 
Viking Fest. whole school year already and have read the rest of the paper, but if you accept this campus at face value, 
Instead of chastising the not received any physical or verbal are at all interested in writing for the way we are expected to 
administration, take a stand against injuries (serious ones at least). I Opinions please contact me before acknowledge them. 
the outrageous behavior that have been criticized in print a few the end of the school year at 489- Has either group taken into 
occurred two Sundays ago. Take a times, however, I have also received 5115. consideration that the performers 
stand against those students because .. ------------------------... of this particular Airband 
they are the ones who took your presentation were comfortable 
social privileges away this past enough with the • 'cultural 
weekend. diversity" on this campus that they 
were able to stage their segment? 
Besides, it's common knowledge 
that imitation is the sincerest form 
of flattery. I honestly believe that 
Campus Paperback Bestsellers 
this was the intention of Mr. Barber 
and Mr. Guenther. Both 
organizations hould accept it ~ 
such. What' done is done, so let' 
leave it at that. 
1. Life's Utlle Instruction Book, by H. Jackson 8I'own Jr 
(Rutledge HilI. $5.95.) Mvtce!Of attalnlllg a full life 
2. The Rrm, by John Gnsham (IsIand'DelI. $599.) 
Young lawyer confronts !he hidden wonongs 01 h_lS,!rm 
3. Fried G..., TOIMtoee at the WhIstle Stop CIte, by FannJe Flagg 
(McGraw·HIR, $6 95.) A woman's ~~ lite IIllhe deep South 
4. The Prince of Tldes, by Pat Conroy (Bantam. $5 99) 
~ man confronts his farmly_s past In New YorX City 
5. You Just Don't Uncterat.nd, by Deborah Tannen (Ballantine. 
$1000.) ~ men and women can u~ each othef beIIer. 
6. tteertt.t, by Daniele 8eeel (Dell $6.50.) A chanCe encounIer leads 
10 lOve 01 a man and woman. baCh achIeverS In !he world 01 teleVlSJOn 
7. Wayne'. WOf1d: extr.ne ao..up, by Mike Myers and Robin Ruzan 
LHypenon. $7:95.) Based on Sahlda-CNifllt Live skeIches. ~ 
8. Sewn tWMta of Highly Eflectlve People, by S1even R. Covey 
Fireside, 59.95.) Guide k> ~ tuII\~_ 
9. Sc:tentlftc ~ Goes "801"''' by 81R WaIIefSon 
(Andrews & McMeel. $7.95) LaIest Calvin & Hobbes car1oOns. 
10. Unnaturll SeIectIon,by Gary Larson 
(Andrews. & McMeeI, ~ ) CoIet1ion 01 F! ~ cartlons. 
New & Recommended 
A-"'_dOOOOOO ....... ~_l8oIb:to.AA 
The WId CoIonIII Boy. by James Hynes. (Wastwl!J'ln Squn Press, S9 00 I 
All ~ innOCer't abroad II ~ frlds twnseIlakrlg pari II hi violence 
01 IriIh paIICS. 
The Sherbroob BItde, by Catherine Coulter (Jove. $5.991 
The ~ first ncMill a .. 01 lOve and adventure 
Zapp!. by William C. Byham. Ph.D wilt! JefI Cox. (Fawcett. $10(0) 
How 10 Improve quality, productivty, and employee ~ 
_TIOIIOI'.-:M-.-... __ TIOIIOI'COLLmII_ 
Ellie Stutzman 
Class of 1995 and fr m the (717) 
area code 
Memo contin ed from 
page 8 
Germany to Penn ylvania in the 
eighteenth century. V isitors see 
the displays of folk art and crafts 
and enjoy stage pre entations that 
explain the culture. I encourage 
members of the Ur inuscommunity 
to plan on a day at the Festival this 
summer. 
In addition to the Festival. the 
Folklife Society publishes a 
magazine, Pennsylvania "Dutch" 
country as well as that of other 
ethnic communities in the 
Commonwealth. You can find a 
copy in Myrin Library or in my 
office. 
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The following seniors are thanked Mark A. Cataldi 
for donating their $10.00 key deposit Megan Chmiel 
or for giving a $10.00 gift to the Senior Shannon Cleary 
Class Gift Fund Drive: Robert Conner 
Maria Costa 
Anthony Angelucci Amy Curran 
Jennifer L. Bell Diane DelGiorno 
Kristin Betts Glenn DelSignore 
Kimberly Black Leigh Dickinson 
William D. Bunnell Lynn M. Duda 
Patricia K. Bunt Kristine Elliott 
Amy Capotosta Kristin Facciolini 
Kim Feilke 
Andrea Ferretti 
Dan Flickinger 
Eric Foellmer 
Jon Fogle 
Chris Foust 
Paul Gagne 
Mary Garrett 
Jean M. Gaudet 
Bonnie L. Gilmour 
Slaone Gibb 
Shawn Glancy 
Jocelyn Grinnep 
Bob Gonnella 
Diane Griffm 
Sean Hagan 
Elizabeth Herod 
Christi L. Hoffman 
Thomas G. Hope 
Deborah Hulme 
Jill Jackson 
Kristin Jenkins 
Mike Kane 
Kathryn L. Keller 
Christina M. Ketels 
Tom Kirrane 
Jim Kitchell 
Matt Kitts 
Matt Landis 
Robert A. Lane, Jr. 
Kathleen Lawless 
Wendie Loughran 
Melissa Margolis 
AnJanette Mason 
Jenn Mauer 
Jay Mazikas 
Get to know the new 
Domino's Pizza~ 
It's better all the 
way around I 
Serving 
Ursinus College 
489-4554 
NOBODY 
1lN0_ 
LID 
.DOMINO'Ssm 4015 Germantown Pike How You Like Pizza At School. --_ .. _-- ---, 
$8.99 I 
----
$5.99 $7.99 
MEDIUM ORIGINALI LARGE 1-TOPPINGI PANTAsnc MEAL DEAl! I 
I Enjoy a medium Original I Enjoy aJarge Original pizza I Enjoy a medium Pan Pizza 
I cheese pizza for only $5.991 I with your favorite topping I with one topping and two Get two for only $9.991 for only $7.991 I cans of Coca-Cola· classic 
I 
I 
I I Additional toppings $1.15 II I or diet Coke- for only each (covers 12mh pizzas.) $8.991 
I Coupon .OIODY I Coupon IIIOBODY I Coupon .08ODY I I necessary. · . LICNIUOWS I .. KNOWS I · . KNOWS I 
. UKI . LIlli 
I Expires :. OMIMQIS. I Expires • . INO'S_ I Expires •. OMINO'S. I 515192 HowYou~cflaaAl~. 515192 HowYouLlkaPtzla,.~ 515192 HowYou .... PIaa~~ 
I v .... • pettie'''''' .or. omy. Not ftIId •• " .ny I V..ed -l*IiCiPIIinG .". only. Not valid wtth.", I Valid • ..,uc.,.... ...... Oft~. Not ftIId '"" .ny I other oftw. eu.tofNr ~ ............. ~I c... I at'- oftIr. CUIIamw PIw- ... - .... ..--- I aa.r ....... eu.am. ~ .... I.e ...... 8, $ n .. ~ - Wnhd to.".".. "'drtItIng. OWdltw.. o..w.y _ IfI'Dd tID...".._ dftmg. Our..... o.ttNly _Imbd 10 ....... dnmg. Our .... I """ .... en.. 120.00. OUr ....... not ~ ~ c:any ... tMn &20.00. Our ...... .,. ... ~." CWIY ...... 120.00. Our ............ ~:J' 
III. ~.Ot_ Oomno'.Ptaa.Inc. .L ... ...--. 01_ Domino'. Pizza. Inc. ............ 01812 DDmno'.Aaa.1ftc. ------ ------~------
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Sharon McCann 
Kim McGuckin 
Laura Ming 
Joann Moukoulis 
Beth Oryl 
Christopher Phiel 
Jolene Prowse 
David A. Ragone 
Gemma Romaniello 
Kelli A. Rooney 
Melissa Rosenstiehl 
Adam N. Saget 
Missy Samworth 
Denise Schildt 
Kristin Schwarz 
Mike Scully 
Alison Sedgwick 
Brendan Sharpe 
Rosemarie Sills 
Michele Simons 
Gina M. Solensky 
Christopher E. Stanton 
Norman S. Steward 
Karen E. Strickler 
Chris Taylor 
Teresa Taylor 
Larry Torsone 
Kristen L. Wagner 
Dawn M. Warner 
Jennifer Werzinsky 
Pamela Wtlson 
Andrew Judd Woytek 
Mark Wuenschel 
Charles Young 
Laura Zobel 
We thank the following members of 
the Evening Division for making gifts 
to the Senior Class Gift Fund Drive: 
Joseph L. Fauls, Jr. 
Robert J. Friend 
Valerie Gable 
Hanna Hartman 
Deborah W. Kindt 
Bonita Sue Mutter 
Richard A. Prew 
Edward J. Sierzega, Jr. 
Joann M. Slater 
Anne Ulmer 
Ralph M. Van 
Kenneth J. Wojton 
All seniors are encouraged to donate 
their $10.00 key deposit to the Gift 
drive. For every dollar donated, an 
anonymous friend of the College will 
donate matching funds to be used to 
purchase library books and materials 
for the Myrin Library. 
Senior solicitors will be visiting you 
over the next few weeks asking you to 
donate your ten dollars. They are Bill 
Bunnell, Mark Cataldi, Rick Davis, 
Chris Foust, Mary Garrett, Sloane 
Gibb, Bonnie Gilmour, Shawn Glancy, 
Mike Kane, Bob Lane, Kathi Lawless, 
AnJie Mason, Denise Schildt, Gina 
Solen sky , Karen Strickler, Teresa 
Taylor, Paul Wagner, and Judd Woytek. 
When they visit you, be slUe 10 sign the 
baek 0/ the pWge CIJI'd 10 authoriu 
the dolUllioll o/,our ke, deposit. For 
,our dolUllioll 10 remain vlllid, ,0 
must retum ,our ke,s tit the elUllo 1M 
semester. Commuten or people who 
don't have km may make a teo 
dollar cash donation to any of the 
solicitors or directly to the Annual 
Fund OfrJC:e ill Corson Hall. 
If you have any questions, please 
contact one of the pledge solicitors or 
John Walker, Director of Annual 
Giving, Corson Hall. 
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Men's Lacrosse Starts Season With Three Straight Wins 
BY ED MARKOWSKI 
Special to the Grizzly 
Blair Zartman started things off 
for the Bears, scoring an early goal 
in a very impressive season opener 
against st. Joe's. Barnaby Draper 
scored his first of two goals of the 
day with a behind-the-back shot. 
Alex "Frog" Bradley, whofmished 
the day with a hat trick, added 
another as UC went up 3-0. The 
depth of the Bears scoring ability 
hampered St. Joe's defense as the 
Bears went up 4-0 with a goal by 
Trey Gelston. Also helping the 
Ursinus cause were Dennis 
"Peach" Short with a goal and an 
assist and defenseman Pete Staz had 
a save and an assist. Goalie Jeff 
Fell had a great day, nabbing 16 
saves on 21 shots. 
The Bears defeated Penn State-
Del. Co. 10-4, as five UC players 
scored goals on a rain-soaked field. 
Chris Tracanna scored a goal late in 
the first period to put U rsinus up 1-
o. It didn't take Barnaby Draper, 
who scored five goals, long to figure 
out Del. Co. 's defense as he scored 
An Ursinus player goes to recover the ball and spark the high-powered offense 
which carried the team to three victories. UC beat St. Joe's, Penn State-Delco, 
and Delaware Valley and is on a roll. 
three straight goals in the second 
period. The Bears defense held 
Del. Co. to only one goal after two 
periods. At the start of the third 
period, Blair Zartman, who won 
the majority of the face~ffs, ran 
through Del. Co.' s defense and 
scored a goal. The Bears' defense 
would only allow three more goals 
as UC kept rolling. Trey Gelston 
added two more goals and Alex 
Bradley added one in the fourth 
period to make the score 10-4. 
Goalie Jeff Fell had six saves on the 
day as the opposition could only 
manage ten shots on goal. Josh 
Carter and Blair Zartman each had 
a save. 
The Bears rolled over Delaware 
Valley 14-4, with six different 
players scored goals in a game that 
was pretty much decided after the 
first period. The Bears led 7-1 at 
the beginning of the second period, 
and never let up. Dennis Short led 
the team with five goals, Barnaby 
Draper followed with four, Blair 
Zartman had two and Ouis Cannoe, 
Alex Bradley, and Trey Gelston 
each had a goal. 
Six UC Athletes Named 
Academic All-Conference 
Baseball Wins Two Out of Three 
Six members of the men's and 
women's swimming teams were 
named to the Middle Atlantic States 
Conference (MAC) Winter 
Academic All-Conference Team. 
To be named to the team, student-
athletes must be sophomores, 
juniors, or seniors who are starters 
or significant contributors to their 
aspective sport and have at least a 
3 40 cumulative grade-point 
average. This year, the six U rsinus 
students named to the team were all 
swimmers. They were Mike 
Baganski (biology), Steven Grubb 
(politics), Matt Landis (biology), 
Jenn Derstine (biology), Allison 
Lewis (psychology), and Lisa 
Wessner (biology). Baganski and 
Landis were named to the team for 
the second consecutive year, while 
Grubb was named for the third 
consecutive year. Overall, 117 
student-athletes in seven different 
sports were named to the academic 
all-conference team. 
BY HARLEY DAVID RUBIN 
Sports Editor 
Da (U rsinus) Bears of Baseball 
were in action last Wednesday, 
and squeezed past Franklin and 
Marshall, 4-3. Thanks to great 
defense, freshman pitcher Steve 
Groff went 8 and 213 innings before 
getting into trouble in the ninth. 
Sophomore Todd Hearsey came in 
to relieve and shut down F & M to 
record the save. U C scored all 
their runs in one inning, aided by 
shoddy defense by F & M. In 
Do You Want \tlSA & MasterCard Credit Cards? 
Now you can have two of the most recognized and 
accepted credit cards In the \Wrld ... Vlsa8 and MasterCanl8 
credit canls. . .-In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN 
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNID DOWN BEFORE! 
VlSA8 and MaterCard8 the credit cards you 
dese~ and need fo~ ID-BOOK5-DEPARTMENT 
STORES-1UITION-ENTERTAINMENT-
EMERGEM:Y CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTS-
HarELS-MarELS-GA~AR RENTALS-
REPAIRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RAnNG! 
~.~": No turn dCMIs! 
-0\.0 C~~C__ 110 credit checks! 
..... ~ltI.'~"~ No securitJ deposit! 
... , ... ~.~", 'f ~~ 
G'loa .-- Approval ~soIutelyguanmteed so 
MAtt THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY 
comparison, the UC infield turned 
four double plays. 
On Saturday, the Widener 
Pioneers came to Grizzly Park for a 
double-header, and left with a split. 
UC won the first game 7-0 behind 
the shutout pitching of sophomore 
Jamiel Ambrad. The offense was 
spread throughout the lineup, with 
junior Scott Kusant knocking in 
three runs and sophomore Casey 
Neal pushing across two. 
With two straight wins under 
their belts, the Bears went out for 
the second game trying to keep the 
momentum going. Senior Bill 
Reedy started and struggled early, 
but got stronger as the game went 
on. Unfortunately, UCcouldn'tdo 
much better than junior Paul 
Madson's two-run double 
offensively, and fell to Widener 5-
2. The umpires didn't help much, 
either, on two very questionable 
calls at first base on close plays that 
could have changed the outcome. 
Be at our next home game against 
Eastern on Wednesday, April 22 
and catch some Bears Baseball! 
~------------------------ STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOllYWOOO,Fl 33022 ! 
~ . 
: YES! IwantVlSA8/MASTER~CndIt : 
I Cants. Enclosed find S 15 which Is 1 OOCJ. ~rundable If not I 
I approved Immediately. I 
I I 
I NruME I 
I I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CIlY STATE _ ZIP I 
I I 
I PHONE 5.5.# I 
I SIGNA1URE I 
I I Nl1E: MaslerCanl Is. ftgIstemt tmdernuk 1I .... ~nllnterMlloraL Inc. 
I VIsa 'tl. ~ InMImartl II VISA USA. Inc. and VISA In~"'do'" I 
I SaWB AsaadaJon. 100% GUARANTEEDI I 
I I 
-------------------------
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EY'S HAVEN 
BY HARLEY DAVID RUBIN SEVEN REASONS TO GET 
Sports Editor EXCITED ABOUT THE 
PHIGHTIN' PHILS 
Hey, sports fans, I love ya! 7. They haven't lost a game by 
But you know what I really more than five runs. 
love? The fact that the Phillies 6. They've averaged over five 
are already showing signs that 
they're going to be a factor in 
the NL East this year. I also 
love making up Haven Sevens 
like this one: 
runs a game. 
S. Ruben Amaro has three 
homers after six games; he had 
three all of last year. 
4. We're leading the league in 
hit by pitches (Coach would be 
proud). 
3. John Kruk is hitting his 
weight--.38S (just kidding, 
John.). 
2. Even Danny cox is getting the 
job done; Phils pitchers have 
thrown some real quality starts. 
1. At this point in the season, 
there's plenty of time for the 
other teams to get into a plane 
crash. 
Guess what? Hockey's back! 
Aren't you thrilled? I'm not. I 
mean, I'm glad that the players 
-
are getting what they deserve, 
but it was stupid to strike with 
only three or four games left in 
the season. What they should 
have done is finished the season 
on time, held the playoffs and 
finals, and waited until next 
year to walkout--and that's only 
if a summer of negotiations 
failed. It is ridiculous for these 
guys to be playing a sport on ice 
in late April! 
SPORTS BEAT 
Tuesday, April 14 
Women's Tennis v. Swarthmore 
Women's Lacrosse (JV) 
at Princeton 
Softball (BBL) v. Swarthmore 
Golf v. Bucknell @ F &M 
Vtednesday, April 15 
Women's Lacrosse (V) at Drew 
Track and Field (M& W) v. 
Delaware Valley @ Haverford 
Thursday, April 16 
So(tball (DBL) at Eastern 
Women's Tennis at Moravian 
Monday, April 20 
Softball (DBL) v. Lehigh 
TUesday, April 21 
Women's Lacrosse (V) 
v. Johns Hopkins 
Baseball at Albright 
Golf v. Albright & Swarthmore 
Vtednesday, April 22 
Baseball v. Eastern 
Men's Tennis v. Albright 
3:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 23 
Softball (DBL) at Albright 
Baseball at FDU Madison 
Golf at Philadelphia Textile 
Men's Lacrosse at 
Penn State-DelCo 
Friday, April 24 
Women's Lacrosse (V &Jv) 
at Trenton 
Men's Tennis at Trenton 
Track (M& W) at Penn Relays 
Saturday, April 25 
Women's Lacrosse (JV&v) 
at Gettysburg 
Baseball (DBL) at Haverford 
Softball (DBL) at 
Franklin & Marshall 
Men's Lacrosse v. Trenton State 
Sunday, April 26 
Baseball v. Alumni 
Softball v. Alumnae 
Men's Lacrosse v. Alumni 
Monday, April 27 
Women's Lacrosse (V) 
v. Millersville 
Softball at Philadelphia Textile 
2:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
12:00 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
How low can the Sixers go? 
Even I've given up on their 
playoff chances, if that's any 
indication. This team needs a 
total overhaul of players and 
attitude. The coaching staff is 
fine--they just don't have the 
material to work with. If I was 
Harold Katz (I'd be shorter, 
older, fatter, and richer and) I'd 
trade Barkley and some of the 
dead wood on the bench for high 
draft picks. I want Shaquille 
O'Neal in a 76ers uniform-he's 
already being called the next 
Wilt Chamberlain, so why not 
put him in the same red, white 
and blue that Wilt wore? Because 
I'm living in a dream world, 
that's why! 
While we're having this quality 
time together, I feel it incumbent 
upon me to mention our U rsinus 
Bears Baseball Team. There v 
hasn't been much coverage in 
this newspaper due to the fact 
that the roster has been decimated 
by injuries and the scores haven't 
always been great. But let me 
tell you something--this is a 
decent ball club , and it's a shame 
that more of you fans don't 
come out. The weather's getting 
nicer, we're winning some 
games, so bring your furniture 
and camp out-admission is free! 
(See elsewhere in this issue for 
U.C.B.T News ... ) 
OK--down to business. Last 
week's Cheers Trivia Answer: 
Walt Twitchell was the mail 
carrier who beat Cliff for the 
trip to Disneyland in that 
fabulous Christmas episode· 
Now, the moment you've all 
been waiting for with bated 
breath, theC.H.O.C.R.lCheers 
Trivia Question of the W 
Carla once received 
inheritance from a I n -
relative who hit it i in 
wells. Who was the relativ 
how much was the inheri.' 
That's it from here, sports faDS, 
and remember: I'm Harley 
David Rubin, and may tbeSpodI 
be with you ... 
